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One-Two-Go isÂ your key to a successful Hong Kong Trip! We introduce you to one of the

mostÂ exciting cities in South East Asia, famous for its skyscrapers, wonderful food andÂ exciting

shopping malls. We provide you with a guide to fall in love with! AÂ guide full of breathtaking high

definition pictures, exciting sightseeingÂ options, helpful insider advice, detailed info on how to get

easily and quicklyÂ from A to B, a variety of the best accommodation, and everything else needed

toÂ ensure you will have the greatest time of your life.Inside the One-Two-GoÂ "Ultimate

Guide"IntroductionÂ to Hong Kong's History to get a better understanding of the city's vibeÂ Hong

Kong'sÂ top Attractions (with advice on "must see" or optional ) to get the most out of your visit - no

matter how long you stay in Hong KongA DetailedÂ Map of Hong Kong with allÂ our top attractions

pinned on it (gives you a better idea of how to plan yourÂ day!)InsiderÂ Advice on all

attractions,Â transport options, and accommodation to ensure you will always be a step ahead!More

than 200 BreathtakingÂ High Definition Pictures on all sights, hotelsÂ and the tastiest local

foodsMultiple Maps plus a Bird'sÂ eye view of each sightseeing spot (it hasÂ never been easier to

find what you're looking for)We show you how to accessÂ all points of interests by metro (in

HongÂ Kong you are never far from a metro stop)Useful information for eachÂ site of interest; e.g.

opening timesÂ / entrance fee/ how to get thereAdditional online maps for the new, more convenient

way to explore the cityA taster of some of the mostÂ important Hong Kong attractionsVictoria's

Peak,Â The view point isÂ sure to be high up on your list of must see Hong Kong attractions!A

Symphony of Lights, already named the 'World's Largest Permanent Light and

SoundÂ Show'!Temple Street Night Market, is ordered chaos in action and the perfect place to pick

up a fewÂ bargains!Ladies' Market, hosts more than 100 stalls full of clothes, souvenirs,

accessoriesÂ and everything which can be bought as a bargain!Stanley Market, enjoy shopping in

the historic lanes in this old fishing village!Chinese Garden, a total escape from the bustle of big city

life!Kowloon Park", the pleasant parkÂ in the middle of the hassle and bustle of Hong Kong's Tsim

Sha TsuiÂ district!Harbour City Mall, the largest shopping and entertainment mall in Hong

Kong!Zoological and BotanicalÂ Gardens, hosts a huge aviary jungle withÂ a variety of birds and

plants!Midlevel Escalators, an escalator or a set of escalators over 800 meters in distanceÂ and

elevates over 135 meters from bottom to top!Nan Lian Garden, maybe the most beautiful spot in

Hong Kong!Big Buddha, a 34 meters large 250 tones Buddha!ToTT rooftop Bar, don't miss Hong

Kongs best rooftop Bar!
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Do NOT go to Hong Kong your first time without buying, reading, and implementing this book! Even

in the introduction I found myself wishing that One-Two-Go had out a travel guide for the area where

I live. This is awesome. Not only does it have great advice on booking the best deals on flights and

hotels, it is completely interactive. I downloaded it to my Android and in reading it I am stoked that I

can click links to maps and then get turn-by-turn directions without having to search for anything;

just tap from within the eBook and ... zing! You're in your map app getting directions. A biggie with

traveling abroad is making sure your wireless works, but Wynn takes care of that, too, with

instructions on how to get a SIM card for both voice and data, where to get it, and how to activate it.

This SIM source comes from an official iPhone supplier, so even that will work, too. This guide

covers EVERYTHING so that you won't stress about things like a VISA, how to get around Hong

Kong, where to eat and shop, WHAT to eat, and how to understand the culture ... very important.

After reading this eBook, I know that I can take it with me and have the smoothest possible trip for a

first-timer to Hong Kong. Perhaps even most valuable is that Wynn includes an itinerary that you

could use or not use, but it has all the right details to ensure you'll have a full, enjoyable visit. No



matter what kinds of things you like to do when you travel, you will find something about how to

enjoy exactly that by reading this eBook. Again, do NOT go your first time without this valuable

resource!

Exactly what I was looking for. A Guide for Hong Kong beginners that sorts out all things for me and

gives me the recommendations on all I needed to know.Includes Online and offline maps and some

really fascinating pictures.Worked out great for me during my one week travel there.I guess Michael

Wynn is a pen name of a local. Once they did some proofreading I will give the 5th star as well. Not

really a big deal because some typos in a guidebook are acceptable especially when it is a low

priced guide.

We used this book on a quick trip to Hong Kong and found it to be helpful -- good online maps and

compact information.I recommend it for those who will travel just a few days or a week. The pictures

are very nice though.Hong Kong is one of the most fascinating cities and it is very easy to become

overwhelmed. This guide is great for those who have only limited time and want to make sure they

get in the highlights.We used this book on a quick trip to Hong Kong and found it to be helpful --

good online maps and compact information.Why not 5 stars?There are some typos to be fixed, but

no big deal. this bookis about the information which is excellent.

Basically this is a book about the hotels. It gives you hotel by stars, with pictures and detailed

description. If you are looking for other information, you should get a different book.

It won't take the place of a guidebook on the subject but this book does provide an introduction to

the geography, the culture, and the principal features of Hong Kong interesting to tourists. With such

limited space, the book can't provide a thorough account of tourist features and amenities but it

does offer many helpful ideas, a nice overview of the city-state, and some reviews of hotels and

tourist attractions, an introduction to the mass transit system, and some local foods of interest. A

nice overview.

The insider tips contained in this guide are good, having visited Hong Kong before. There are a few

grammatical errors, and one accidental reference to Thailand (it appears that some of the text was

copy/pasted from one guide in to the other).Otherwise, from an informational standpoint, the

information is relevant and accurate.



I guess I'm just a sucker. I keep buying these stupid self-published ebooks, and despite being

disappointed at least 90% of the time, I keep buying them.Once again, caveat emptor, folks.Okay,

the maps are good, when you can see them. That, however, is not the author's fault. the truth is,

Kindle technology generally sucks. Maybe the newest and most expensive models are better, but I

can barely see illustrations, and only in black and white, on my piece of junk Kindle. But that's a

review for a different day.Back to skewering this Wynn person and his overpriced ebook. There are

only only itineraries for two days. Some good basic info on places often recommended in other

guidebooks, and lots of semi-helpful but dated information on hotels. So far, so mediocre.So what,

exactly, does the author make recommendations about?First, five best street markets. The same

obvious street markets in every mainstream guide.Five best attractions not in the two days of

itineraries. Again, nothing that off the beaten path.Five best shopping malls? Is this guy for real?

This would seem strictly for kids, millionaires and wanna-bees. Do real travelers seek out shopping

malls on their exotic trips? Maybe if they're loaded and have no interest in local culture. Suburban

America is loaded with shopping malls, so teenagers have a place to hang out. That's what people

need advice about when they travel half way around the world?Five best bars? Sure, if you like

overpriced, touristy, pretentious places for the well-heeled. Are there no bars in all of Hong Kong

where ex-pats and locals like to relax and have a moderately priced drink? According to this author,

no.And let's not forget, 5 best night clubs. Great, If I want to blow out my ear drums and hang out

with post-adolescent posers and throw money around like an idiot, now I know where to

go.Meanwhile, not a single restaurant recommendation, for one of the world's top food cities.

Indeed, the author's small write-up on food was anemic at best; slightly inaccurate at worst. Overall,

not much help.Save your money on this one.
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